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CT protocols
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 MDCT is the reference imaging modality for a wide variety of clinical indications

 Each clinical indication will have their own needs in terms of diagnostic image
quality level, that also depend on the patient characteristics (morphometry, tissue
composition distribution, disease stage…)

 CT protocols (acquisition and reconstruction parameters) are developed around the
clinical indications and/or diagnostic needs and sometimes, adapted to sub-cohorts
of patients

Examples: In our CT system we may have…
Range of thorax CT protocols depending on clinical indication (ultra-low dose thorax CT, lesion follow-up, 
high resolution thorax CT, trauma-thorax…)

Family of paediatric head CT protocols depending on age (related to head size and attenuation)
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 Each CT protocol is based on a selection of values/options (among a wide range) for
each acquisition/reconstruction parameter, many of them with intertwined effects
on dose and image quality

 Acquisition parameters: mA, kV, collimation, slice thickness, rotation time…

 Reconstruction parameters: rec. Method (FBP, IR, DLR), filter, reconstruction method level…

 Differences exist among vendors and even between models of the same vendor

 CT protocol optimization is challenging and requires dedicated time and a good
knowledge about how your system operates
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Dose variability in CT
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• There still exists a wide variability of CT doses among
countries and continents for similar clinical indications
due to:

❑ Availability of CT technology and how advanced the systems

are in the area

❑ Personnel training on dose optimization/patient workflow

❑ Absence of an adequate dose management in the QA programme for CT
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Dose variability in CT

❑ In surveys, even among facilities with similar CT scanner models, we can observe a 
large variation in doses for similar (or even the same) clinical indication…

→ It is not only the car…but also your knowldege about how it works
and how you drive it!

❑ There exists an increased awareness about the need for optimisation → Dose 
levels continue to be reduced globally mainly due to: 

→Vendor and software improvements (such as iterative/AI based reconstruction 
inception)

→ Educational programs (both general and also local/regional)
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• Protocol optimisation can result in significant dose reduction but depends on 
appropriate selection of:

❑ scanning parameters 

❑an understanding of the interdependence of the exposure parameters (and 
their link to reconstruction options, especially in combination with Automatic 
Tube Current Modulation and also Auto kV selection (if it exists in your 
device) .

• We have homework to do in terms of optimisation of protection worldwide. 
The existing resources, characteristics and challenges in each 
center/country/region need to be taken into account. 
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Where to start with optimisation?
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❑ Always consider your particular circumstances in your

service/region/country… (available CT systems, personeel and 

time resources)

❑ If time/resources are limited, set up first protocols for

examinations that are performed FREQUENTLY and the ones

that are for URGENT indications. 
→ Lean as much as you can on CT vendor initial support (especially at initial

CT setup) for protocol implementation if this is the case. 

❑ If personnel and resources are available, for the optimised

use of MDCT in clinical practice (balancing dose and image

quality) requires a close cooperation among a core team of

(ideally)

CORE TEAM

Radiologists/clinicians

Medical Physicists

Radiographers/

Technologists

IT

+ vendor applications

specialist (if needed)



What can be found in the report..
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• Depending on your resources and specific

circumstances on your site, you can 

optimise your CT practice. 

• ICRP TG108 has proposed 3 levels of

development (C-basic, B-intermediate, A-

advanced)



What other organizations propose…
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https://www.aapm.org/pubs/ctprotocols/

• You can find some resources about

reasonable CT protocols for some

clinical indications in different

websites, like the AAPM 

• (incl. main CT vendors for some

models)

https://www.aapm.org/pubs/ctprotocols/


What does “good” diagnostic image quality mean?
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Physicists

CAD/AI

Radiologists, oncologists, clinicians…

Technical measurements to check

system’s performance (objective)

Depends highly on

the clinical task

(subjective) and on

the experience, 

skills (even on

tiredness…)

Now we have not

only human 

observers but also

computer-based

observers

Radiographers/Technicians
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CT protocol optimisation

❑ CT protocols should be developed with input from consultant radiologist(s), lead CT radiographer(s)/

technologist(s) and medical physicist expert.

Image quality level, exposure factors, slice thickness, pitch, filters, iterative/Deep learning reconstruction

level should be agreed among the professionals involved

→ Anthropomorphic phantom studies can help in these tasks

❑ What works to optimize your protocol for a specific clinical indication may not work for another!

➢ Example: Increasing rotation time (in certain step points depending on your manufacturer), can increase your spatial

resolution:

→ Good for CT protocols without contrast where you need high spatial resolution like cochlear implants or inner

ear imaging

→ Beware in CT protocols with contrast injection (like some cardiac-CT or thorax CT protocols) where your timing

is crucial for the in-flow and out-flow of contrast on the organs or interest
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Radiographers training

• Radiographers/technicians training is crucial wrt

patient positioning for each clinical indication to

avoid irradiating organs not relevant for it and for a 

correct performance of AEC in CT.

• The patient should be centred in the gantry before

starting the examination (otherwise, ATCM and 

ATVS can be affected, impacting dose and image

quality)

• Use anatomical markers to define scan start and 

stop positions, for consistency and also avoid

irradiating organs not relevant for the clinical

indication.

• Anthropomorphic phantoms can be very useful for

radiographers training in positioning
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Anthropomorphic phantoms in optimisation

https://www.kyotokagaku.com/en/products_data/ph-50b/

Anthropomorphic phantoms are very useful for protocol optimisation and image

quality assessment

But if you cannot get access to them, consider

alternatives… (especially for training of

personeel in patient positioning)

❑ CT technology (especially wrt image reconsctruction) has become more and more 

taylored by design to render images of the human body (DLR trained only with

patient images) → Anthropomorphic phantoms need to be included in our QA and 

optimisation processes.

https://www.kyotokagaku.com/en/products_data/ph-50b/
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What can be found in the report…
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CT protocol development and maintenance

❑ Scan protocols should be reviewed

periodically and protocol

development be a continuous

process. Measurements should be 

performed to track the impact of

changes

❑ New protocols need to be tested

against old ones, and phantoms used

if required

❑ Be very careful if “copying” CT 

protocols between scanners

❑ Beware of potential changes in your

CT protocols after a vendor software 

upgrade!



Some take home messages…

➢ Succesful MDCT in clinical practice is complex, the image quality required depends highly on your
clinical task. 

➢ The required image quality for a specific clinical task depends on patient related factors
(morphometry, anatomy, disease stage) and CT system (both technical and operational) related
factors

➢ In CT, many acquistion and reconstruction parameters are involved that affect patient dose and 
image quality and they are  intertwined. There exist a wide variation in doses among regions and 
even between systems of the same vendor and model for equivalent clinical tasks.

➢ Learn how your own CT devices operate to make the most of their capabilities. Personnel training is
crucial.

➢ CT protocol setup, tracking and optimization is a team effort. Depending on your resources, ideally
you need the involvement and close collaboration between clinicians/radiologists, medical 
physicists, radiographers/technicians and IT. 
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